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Introduction and summary

U.S. households lost trillions of dollars in the first few quarters of the economic and finan-
cial crisis of 2007, 2008, and 2009. Total wealth relative to after-tax income had fallen to its 
lowest level since March 1995 by the end of 2008. This sharp drop likely had a severe effect 
on the retirement income security of millions of U.S. households. 

Retirement savings have become increasingly individualized, meaning that retirees have 
had to manage several economic risks increasingly on their own. First, there is longevity 
risk, or the chance that a retiree will outlive his or her savings. Next, there is market risk, 
or the probability of an underperforming market and thus less-than-anticipated retirement 
income. Third, there is idiosyncratic risk, or the chance of unwise or unlucky investment 
and savings decisions, which can further reduce expected retirement income. Fourth, 
there is labor market risk, or the possibility of earnings losses alongside financial market 
declines. All of these risks may have increased over time. 

Greater risk exposure has two policy implications. First, risks are an economic cost, 
and workers should save more than in the past to handle the new costs of greater risk. 
Investors, for instance, want to be compensated for greater risk with higher expected rates 
of return. Viewed from a slightly different angle, this means that savers must now accumu-
late more wealth than in the past to achieve the same level of economic security because 
their risk exposure with their personal wealth has also increased. 

While rising asset prices have helped individuals to accumulate wealth, the personal saving 
rate fell dramatically before the crisis, leaving families with less of a buffer in case some-
thing went wrong. Additionally, individuals’ psychological makeup stands in the way of 
optimal wealth creation. Savers do not regularly rebalance their portfolios; they buy high 
and sell low, and invest large amounts of their portfolio in employer stock, among other 
steps that can inadvertently reduce their savings. 

The result of unnecessarily large risk exposure became clear to millions of 401(k) plan 
participants during the financial crisis as the statements detailing the quarterly returns on 
their investments began to arrive in the mail late last year. The losses were staggering. 
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The available data clearly show that wealth losses have been large and the drop in retirement 
income security has been real. Data from the Federal Reserve’s Flow of Funds Accounts also 
show that from 2007 to 2008, total retirement wealth in private- and public-sector pension 
plans and retirement savings plans dropped by $2.8 trillion (in 2008 dollars).1 These losses 
followed a trend toward less diversification and greater leverage in individual savings.2 

Not surprisingly, losses have been greater in defined contribution accounts than in 
defined benefit plans, suggesting that the inherent risks in individual accounts are 
greater than in professionally managed, pooled assets with a longer time horizon, such 
as defined benefit plans. These losses in individual accounts are further exacerbated by 
the concurrent burst in the housing bubble. Many families rely heavily on their homes 
to provide retirement income since they have no retirement savings outside of Social 
Security by the time they near retirement. 

The financial crisis has also accompanied a major economic recession that has contributed 
to rapidly rising unemployment rates for all groups, including older workers. Working 
longer is thus not a viable option to compensate for massive wealth losses. Since 1985, U.S. 
retirees have increasingly supplemented their incomes by working part-time or having a 
working spouse. The labor force participation rate of older workers increased more in the 
first year of the most current recession than during the first year of any recession since the 
early 1960s, but older workers have not been immune from the recession. The unemploy-
ment rate for Americans 65 and older soared to 6.2 percent in the first quarter of 2009, the 
highest level since 1977.3 

Data at the household level are only available through 2007. These data from the Federal 
Reserve’s Survey of Consumer Finances, though, show that even before the crisis was 
in full swing, retirees were exposed to a number of risks. The exposure to market risks 
through less and less diversification and more and more leverage is probably the most vis-
ible risk exposure of retirees before the crisis. As stock and house prices fell, retirees thus 
stood to lose more wealth than would have been the case in the past. This loss of wealth, 
though, put retirees between a rock and a hard place. After all, retirement income from 
Social Security and pensions had already been declining, and opportunities to work longer 
have disappeared, meaning that retirees will have to rely increasingly on risky private sav-
ings exactly when risks have materialized and savings have been decimated. 

So what now? For U.S. households to reach the same level of retirement income security 
that they enjoyed before the crisis, total wealth relative to after-tax income may actually 
have to rise above pre-crisis levels to compensate for the increased risk exposure. That is a 
tall order considering the large losses that families sustained in the crisis. 
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Policymakers can help rebuild retirees’ personal wealth and reduce the risk exposure of 
individuals’ retirement savings, and thus lessen the need to build up as much wealth as in 
the past. In particular policymakers should encourage more diversification and less lever-
age in individual retirement accounts, increase the annuitization of retirement savings, and 
create more stable labor market options for older workers.

Only time will tell whether current and future U.S. retirees will be able to retire as 
comfortably as they imagined before the crises. In the meantime, it is important to 
understand how we arrived at such a delicate retirement income situation in the United 
States. The following pages of this report detail the current state of the U.S. retirement 
system, the risks embedded in it, and steps that policymakers should consider to address 
shortfalls in the existing system.
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The U.S. retirement system

A review of the existing evidence on U.S. retirement savings leads to two conclusions. 
First, many families fail to save much or at all in dedicated retirement savings vehicles. 
Instead, other forms of wealth, especially owner occupied homes, largely serve as retire-
ment savings tools. Second, families are exposed to more risks since there has been a shift 
from traditional defined benefit pensions to individual savings accounts, also known as 
defined contribution plans. As a result of both factors savers today face more risks on their 
own than they have in the past. 

Persistently low coverage of retirement savings at work and the shift from defined benefit 
to defined contribution plans has had serious implications for the types of risks workers 
and retirees are exposed to in preparation for and during retirement. These risks include 
longevity risk, financial market risk, idiosyncratic risk, and labor market risk.4 All are 
especially pronounced in individual savings, either in the form of retirement savings plans 
or individual savings outside of dedicated retirement wealth. The increased risk exposure 
poses a cost to savers and thus requires that families accumulate more wealth than they 
have in the past just to maintain the same level of risk-adjusted protection. Studies of 
retirement adequacy typically calculate total wealth levels over time without consider-
ation of the risk exposure to the individual. They are therefore increasingly overstating 
the retirement income security of families. The empirical section later in this report will 
re-examine adequacy, considering changes in the risk exposure of retirees. 

The primary source of retirement income in the United States is Social Security. Just over 91 
percent of Americans aged 65 or older receive Social Security benefits, and it is the major 
source of income for two-thirds of beneficiaries. For more than one-third of beneficiaries, 
Social Security provides over 90 percent of their income.5 Yet the program is only intended 
to offer a basic benefit. Social Security benefits will amount to a little over 40 percent of 
pre-retirement earnings for a lifetime earner with average earnings.6 Workers thus must rely 
heavily on private retirement savings to maintain their standard of living in retirement. 

Only about half of all private-sector workers, however, participate in a retirement plan at 
work. In 2007, the most recent year for which data are available, just 45.1 percent of all 
private-sector wage and salary workers participated in an employer-sponsored retirement 
plan, down from slightly more than half of all workers—50.3 percent—in 2000.7 That is, 
other forms of wealth play a critical and possibly increasing role in supplying retirement 
income to America’s retirees. 
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Workers who have access to an employer-sponsored retirement savings plan have seen sig-
nificant changes to their plans, most of which have increasingly exposed workers to substan-
tial risks. Specifically, over the course of the past three decades, the share of private-sector 
workers who participated in defined benefit pension plans fell from close to 40 percent to 
roughly 20 percent. At the same time, the share of private-sector workers who participated in 
a defined contribution plan almost tripled, from 15 percent to nearly 45 percent.8 

An equivalent shift has not occurred in the public sector, where most government employ-
ees continue to be covered by a traditional pension and often have access to supplemental 
defined contribution plans. Approximately 12 percent of the workforce in the United 
States was employed by state or local government in 2006. State and local government 
entities typically provide employees a traditional final pay defined benefit pension plan 
and a supplemental defined contribution plan where employees can make voluntary con-
tributions out of their own salaries.9 

Under defined contribution plans workers implicitly accept certain responsibilities associ-
ated with saving for retirement: determining savings amounts over the lifecycle, making 
decisions about portfolio allocation and rebalancing, timing retirement, managing the 
drawdown of assets in retirement, and more. In doing so, they also accept the conse-
quences of these decisions, and they may be more exposed to a range of risks in preparing 
for retirement. Only the amounts of employer and employee contributions are defined 
under the plan, although there is no requirement that either employers or employees con-
tribute to an existing plan. Contributions are invested, and at retirement the amount avail-
able to the retiree will depend on how well the investments performed over their career. 
Decisions about how funds in the account are invested are typically left to the employee. 

At retirement, employees have the option to take their account balance as a lump sum or 
to take periodic distributions from the account. Defined contribution plans are not legally 
bound to provide employees with the option to receive benefits as a lifetime annuity, or a 
guaranteed stream of lifetime income. Although in theory plan sponsors could provide life-
time annuities in defined contribution plans, in practice they rarely do.10 Employees must 
therefore typically purchase an individual annuity from an insurance provider if they want 
to eliminate longevity risk, adding costs to their retirement savings that did not exist before. 

In comparison, traditional defined benefit pensions in both the private and public sec-
tor promise a specific benefit in retirement, generally in the form of an annuity. Eligible 
employees automatically earn benefits in a defined benefit plan. Benefits are determined 
by length of service, age, and employee earnings, but typically not by investment perfor-
mance.11 To secure promised benefits, defined benefit plans have to be pre-funded. In 
particular, employers are required to establish and fund a dedicated trust to pay pension 
benefits, both of which are funded by employer contributions. The employer bears the 
downside risk if the plan has too little money to pay promised benefits to employees and 
requires additional contributions. The employer also bears the upside risk of being able to 
reduce contributions to the plan if investment returns are better than expected. 
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As this discussion makes clear, the shift from defined benefit to defined contribution plans, 
especially in the private sector, has meant that employees are increasingly exposed to a 
number of risks. These include longevity, market, idiosyncratic, and labor market risks. 

Longevity risks

Longevity risk is significant for individual savers because a retiree cannot know with 
certainty exactly how long she will live. It is quite simple for a retiree to determine her life 
expectancy at retirement by consulting an actuary’s mortality tables, but this represents 
the average expected lifespan for a large number of individuals. If a retiree plans the use of 
her retirement fund around living only to the average life expectancy, she faces the risk that 
her actual lifespan is longer and that she may outlive her savings. An efficient way to insure 
individuals against longevity risk is through lifetime annuities—insurance funds that 
provide an annual distribution to retirees for the rest of the retirees’ lives.12 

Purchasing an individual annuity, though, can be costly. The cost of a lifetime annuity 
averages approximately 5 percent of one’s total accumulated savings, with smaller account 
balances accruing larger costs.13 Retail annuity products have also been criticized for being 
overly complex and difficult for consumers to understand.14 

Most retirees in the United States therefore avoid purchasing annuities and manage 
the withdrawal of their retirement savings on their own. Large numbers of households, 
however, seem to be drawing down their retirement savings too quickly, raising the risk 
that they will run through their savings before they die.15 At the other extreme there is evi-
dence that some retirees may be holding on to defined contribution plan assets too tightly 
and experiencing an unnecessarily reduced standard of living as a result.16 

Market risks

Individual savings also expose savers to market risks. Workers and retirees bear the risk of 
fluctuations in asset prices in defined contribution plans and other individual savings. To 
insure against poor market performance, a saver could purchase, for example, a minimum 
investment guarantee for financial assets. To guarantee the rate of return on bonds with 
a balanced portfolio (50 percent stocks and 50 percent bonds) over 40 years, though, 
investors would have to spend 16.1 percent of their contributions to their retirement 
account on that guarantee.17 This comparatively costly insurance still provides only lim-
ited protection for individuals and leaves investors exposed to large market fluctuations 
over the course of a lifetime. 

Another limited protection against market risk is asset diversification. Many retirees, how-
ever, rely heavily on their homes as a source of retirement income, and the sharp rise in 
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home values after 2000 often translated into less diversification of total household assets.18 
Consequently, retiree households may have been heavily exposed to both financial market 
and housing market risks prior to the crisis. 

Idiosyncratic risks

Idiosyncratic risks result from unlucky or unwise investment decisions. A rich collection 
of literature in the field of behavioral economics has developed over the past decade on the 
effect of employee responsibility and discretion of savings in defined contribution plans.19 
The research indicates that defined contribution plans require employees to “do too much.”20 
They have to take action to participate and then figure out how much to save, how to invest, 
and how to change their investments over time. They must avoid the temptation to withdraw 
savings before retirement. And then, at retirement, they must figure out how to make their 
savings last. The chance to make the wrong choice lurks with every each decision. 

In reality, employees seem to fall short with each of these tasks. Workers generally fail 
to save enough, make poor asset allocation and investment decisions, withdraw savings 
before retirement, and are reluctant to purchase annuities with the retirement wealth they 
do manage to accumulate, even when doing so could enhance their well-being.21 

A clear reflection of this problem is the lack of asset diversification. To ensure optimal 
diversification there should be minimal correlation between the types of assets held in a 
retirement account. If an outside factor causes a decline in one type of asset, investments 
that are uncorrelated should not decline at the same rate or time.22 

Research in behavioral economics has shown that many 401(k) participants do not diver-
sify their portfolios to achieve an optimal risk profile. Instead, many participants use “naïve 
diversification” when making decisions about what type of assets to invest in. Shlomo 
Benartzi of the Anderson School at the University of California-Los Angeles and Richard 
Thaler of the University of Chicago’s Graduate School of Business,23 and Gur Huberman 
and Wei Jiang of the Finance and Economics Division at Columbia Business School24 
conclude that participants often divide their assets evenly across all available options. That 
is, more choices of equity funds, for instance, can result in a greater allocation toward equi-
ties, all else equal. Alternatively, if there are many available investment options participants 
seem to choose one item from each category and then evenly diversify across categories.25 

In fact, if the range of available options becomes too confusing, participants in 401(k) 
plans may reduce their equity exposure, thus not optimally diversifying and becoming 
overexposed to the risks associated with other securities.26 Finally, 401(k) participants 
tend to hold a relatively high share of their assets in their employer’s stock, often because 
they feel that they know the company.27 Researchers at the Investment Company Institute 
and the Employee Benefits Research Institute conclude that 11 percent of partici-
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pants’ account balances were invested in employer stock in 2007.28 Similarly, Fidelity 
Investments reports that 10 percent of 401(k) account balances in the third quarter of 
2008 were invested in employer stocks.29 

This risk exposure may be further exacerbated by the fact that many defined contribution 
plan participants rebalance their portfolios only infrequently. Researchers at Vanguard, 
for instance, find that only a minority of defined contribution plan participants rebal-
anced their portfolio during the IT stock boom of the late 1990s, when large price 
movements should have been accompanied by regular portfolio rebalancing.30 Similarly, 
researchers at the Investment Company Institute find that most defined contribution 
plan participants did not change the allocation of their assets or their contributions dur-
ing the stock market decline in 2008.31 

Defined benefit plans, by contrast, are the ultimate “autopilot” plan. As long as employees 
are eligible for the plan, they earn benefits in it. The employer funds the plan and sets up a 
trust where assets are invested by professionals and benefits are ultimately paid out. Asset 
allocation patterns tend to be more stable and more likely to be optimal because investing is 
overseen by professionals rather than left to individuals as in defined contribution plans.32 

Another aspect of idiosyncratic risk exposure that has gained attention in recent years is 
the fact that many savers’ accounts are heavily leveraged. Leverage magnifies the effect of 
changes in price of the original investment. If the price changes are positive leverage can 
be a useful way to increase cash flow. But if price changes are negative, leverage can turn a 
bane by eliminating household wealth very quickly. This is especially problematic if lever-
age increases sharply during an asset boom, when the chance of a sharp downward cor-
rection continuously increases, as was the case over the past few years. Leverage is less of 
an issue in dedicated retirement savings because participants cannot borrow from defined 
benefit plans and they can only borrow to a limited degree from defined contribution 
plans. It is, however, an issue with other forms of wealth, especially housing wealth.33 

Labor market risk

U.S. retirees increasingly supplement their incomes by working part time or having a 
working spouse. Although having wage income in retirement lessens the need to save 
as much for retirement, it exposes workers to another risk commonly referred to as 
labor market risk.34 Patrick Purcell of the Congressional Research Service, for instance, 
reports that the labor force participation for workers over 65 began to rise in 1985.35 By 
2006 the labor force participation rate for men over 65 had risen to 20 percent, up from 
17 percent in 1995, in part because fewer workers had access to defined benefit pensions 
and thus were exposed to more risks.36 
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In a similar vein, Alicia H. Munnell, Marric Buessing, Mauricio Soto, and Steven Sass, 
all with the Center for Retirement Research at Boston College, estimate that by 2030, 
workers will have to work an additional three and a half years to maintain their retirement 
income compared to workers today due to higher Medicare premiums, higher taxes, and 
lower Social Security benefits.37 And Kevin E. Cahill of Analysis Group, Inc., Michael D. 
Giandrea of the Bureau of Labor Statistics’ Office of Productivity and Technology, and 
Joseph F. Quinn of Boston College’s Department of Economics argue that a lack of retiree 
health insurance keeps many older workers in the workforce.38 That is, increased risk expo-
sure in retirement savings has contributed to rising labor force participation rates among 
older workers. Similarly, in the current crisis, as people’s wealth has decreased more and 
more older workers expect to stay in the labor force longer than is currently the case.39 

Greater risk exposure, though, is not the only reason older workers are working longer. 
The labor force participation rates of older workers have increased in part because dis-
incentives under the U.S. tax code to stay in the labor force were reduced in the 1990s.40 
Improving health, fewer physically demanding jobs,41 and more employment opportuni-
ties for older workers42 have also contributed to the increase in older workers’ participa-
tion in the labor force. 

It is important to note, though, that there are limits on how long most workers can delay 
their retirement. Many older workers aren’t physically able to continue working in many 
types of jobs, and labor market obstacles may prevent older workers from working as late 
in their life as their financial needs dictate. The demand for older workers may also be 
smaller than the supply of such workers.43

Working longer increases workers’ exposure to labor market risk. A worker’s earnings path 
has direct consequences on their relative retirement savings performance. Since earnings 
fluctuate with financial market returns—both reflect the performance of an economy—
earnings will be lower when financial market prices are lower and many buying opportuni-
ties exist. In essence a worker could pay “too much” for financial assets over the course of a 
lifetime due to short-term and long-term labor market risks. 

These higher purchasing prices for financial assets as a result of coincident changes in a 
worker’s purchasing power due to labor market changes would thus reduce a worker’s rate 
of return over the course of a lifetime relative to a situation without labor market risk. This 
problem is especially pronounced in individual retirement savings, where savers can decide 
when and how much to save. As more retirees now rely on earnings and on their assets in 
defined contribution plans, their exposure to labor market risks may have increased. 
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Aggregate wealth losses in the crisis

The financial and economic crisis is still very recent, so comprehensive data on its effect 
on retirement income security is relatively sparse. Thus, this section first summarizes the 
few existing studies on the topic and then provides a discussion of wealth and labor market 
trends from two comprehensive national data sources. The data clearly show that wealth 
losses have been greater in defined contribution accounts than in defined benefit plans, 
which suggests that the inherent risks in individual accounts are greater than in managed 
pooled assets such as defined benefit plans. The data also suggest that older workers may 
have been exposed to substantial labor market risk during the recent crisis. 

Summary of findings on retirement wealth during the crisis

Several researchers have documented the decline in retirement wealth during the crisis. 
Researchers at the Center for Retirement Research at Boston College conclude that dur-
ing the year following October 9, 2007—identified as the stock market peak—the value of 
equities in retirement plans fell by an estimated $4 trillion.44 

These equity losses translated into sharp declines in account balances in individual 
accounts. Just 60.9 percent of families with heads of household between the ages of 
55 and 64 had an individual retirement account in 2007, and the median balance of those 
accounts was $98,000.45 The average account balances for workers between the ages of 
35 and 44 who had been in their current job for at least 10 years declined by more than 
20 percent from January 1, 2008 to January 20, 2009.46 For workers who had been in their 
current job for 20 to 29 years losses exceeded 25 percent during that same period. 

Coupled with losses in the housing market, many American households may ultimately 
have to rely more heavily on Social Security as their primary source for retirement income. 
As previously discussed, a large share of American families has no retirement savings 
outside of Social Security by the time they near retirement; thus they rely heavily on their 
homes to provide income in retirement. Eighty-one percent of families nearing retirement 
owned their home with a median home equity of $210,000 in 2007.47 

The flip side of this reliance on home equity as a source of retirement income is that the 
concurrent decline in the housing and the stock markets quickly depleted workers’ retire-
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ment savings. Dean Baker and David Rosnick of the Center for Economic and Policy 
Research, for example, conclude that families, especially those nearing retirement, will 
likely have little wealth outside of Social Security due to large asset price losses in indi-
vidual accounts and the housing market.48 

Losses also occurred in private-sector defined benefit plans, although these plans gener-
ally seemed to be better equipped to handle the consequences of the crisis due to profes-
sional risk management and a longer time horizon. The funding ratio—the ratio of assets 
to liabilities—of private-sector defined benefit plans had fallen to an estimated 85 percent 
in October 2008, down from 98 percent when the financial crisis began a year earlier. This 
means that these plans had “more than enough money to meet their immediate benefit 
commitments,” but also that plan sponsors will have to increase their contributions to 
their pension plans to cover the difference between assets and liabilities.49 

Defined benefit pension plans for state and local government employees appear to have 
equally experienced a sharp decline in the average funding ratio. Boston College’s Alicia H. 
Munnell, Jean-Pierre Aubry, and Dan Muldoon document that experts typically consider 
a funding ratio of 80 percent of assets to pension plan liabilities for public-sector plans to 
be adequate. They estimate an average funding ratio of 87 percent of assets to liabilities for 
state and local government pension plans in 2007, but that had dropped to an estimated 65 
percent by October 9, 2008. The same researchers also forecast that if equity values return 
to their peak level reached in 2007 by the end of 2010, assets of public pension plans will 
average 75 percent of liabilities at that time.50 

Retirement wealth and labor force participation of older workers  
in the crisis

Data from the Federal Reserve’s Flow of Funds Accounts also show relatively large 
declines in defined contribution plans during the first year of the crisis.51 From 2007 to 
2008, total retirement wealth in private- and public-sector pension plans and retirement 
savings plans dropped by $2.8 trillion (in 2008 dollars). Holding gains and losses—
changes in asset values minus contributions—relative to initial asset values tend to be 
higher for traditional pension plans than for defined contribution plans. Holding gains are 
typically used as an approximation of rates of return for these data. In 2008, holding losses 
for retirement savings plans were equal to 28.7 percent relative to the balance at the end 
of 2007. In comparison, holding losses for traditional pension plans were equal to 24.2 
percent relative to the balance at the end of 2007.52 

This was not a one-time occurrence. Over the entire duration of the last business cycle—
from 2000 to 2007—the average holding gain for traditional private-sector pension plans 
amounted to 4.0 percent. The same average for retirement savings plans was to less than 
half of this, with 1.6 percent. 
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The same data source also shows that during the previous business cycle, family wealth 
became increasingly less diversified and increasingly more leveraged. In particular, house-
holds were increasingly less diversified across all of their assets at the time of the financial 
crisis, making them even more vulnerable to drops in housing and stock prices.53 Home 
values accounted for a large share of total assets, while stocks made up a large share of 
retirement accounts. Real estate and corporate equities historically comprised 43 percent 
of total assets on average. By 2001, however, real estate and corporate equities were more 
than 50 percent of total assets on average. A near constant decline in home equity relative 
to home values after 2002 further shows the rise in leverage.54 By December 2008, home 
equity was roughly 43 percent of the total value of homes—a historic low. 

Finally, the labor force participation rate of older workers increased more in the first 12 
months of the most recent recession than during the first 12 months of any recession since 
the early 1960s, as calculations based on data from the Bureau of Labor Statistics’ Current 
Population Survey show. But this masks the fact that the employed share of the population 
65 and older started to decline in October 2008—10 months into the recession. That is, 
older workers were not immune from the recession’s effects. This is further supported by 
the fact that the unemployment rate of the population 65 and older reached a historic high 
of 6.8 percent in February 2009 after standing at only 4.2 percent in October 2008, when 
the employment to population rate started to decline.55 
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U.S. retirees’ risk exposure over time

Data at the household level show that the crisis did not pass by retirees. This section details 
several risk measures of U.S. households using the Federal Reserve’s triennial Survey of 
Consumer Finances, or SCF. The SCF provides detailed information on households’ 
assets and debt. Consistent data are available from 1989 to 2007, although some data are 
only available from 2001 on. The last available data year is 2007, which marks the last full 
year before the economic and financial crisis contributed to sharp wealth losses. The data 
presented here thus paint a picture of retirees’ risk exposure before the crisis began. 

The measures of risk exposure that I use here mirror the previous discussion. In particular, 
to capture families’ exposure to longevity risk, I first look at how much income families 
received in the form of annuities from pensions and from Social Security. I report both 
the real amount of annuities and the share of annuities out of total income. Less annuity 
income translates into greater longevity risk exposure. Moreover, I calculate two indicator 
variables for longevity risk. I determine that a household is not exposed to risk if its annu-
ity income is greater than the poverty line or greater than twice the poverty line— 
a common basic living standards measure. 

Second, I consider a range of measures that capture market and idiosyncratic risk expo-
sure. Households can be adversely affected by market fluctuations. The effect of these fluc-
tuations can be exacerbated by individual actions, or what was discussed as idiosyncratic 
risk in the previous section. Market risk and idiosyncratic risk are indistinguishable when 
considering household wealth data. The measures of these risks include diversification, 
leverage, debt, and capital income. 

In particular, I consider two indicators of household asset diversification: the share of 
owner-occupied real estate out of total assets and the share of directly and indirectly held 
equities out of total financial assets. Indirectly held equities refer to corporate equity 
owned by a household through retirement plans and other managed assets. I also report 
the leverage of homeowners, defined here as the share of home equity relative to total 
home values, and total indebtedness of retirees. And finally, I calculate real capital income 
and the share of capital income out of total income for retirees. Capital income includes 
dividends, interest payments, and realized capital gains. Less diversification, more leverage 
and debt, and more capital income expose retirees to more market and idiosyncratic risks. 
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Third, I capture labor market risk by considering trends in labor market income. As before, 
I report both real wage income and wage income as a share of total income. 

All data are reported for retirees over the age of 55. Additional divisions by age between 
near elderly—between the ages of 55 and 64—and elderly—65 and older—show that the 
results are robust, and age groups are not reported separately here. 

Longevity risk

Table 1 summarizes the data on annuity income. Only 20.5 percent of retirees had annu-
ity income that was greater than twice the poverty line in 2007—the definition for basic 
income security used here—down from 24.5 percent in 2004.56 In comparison the median 
share of annuity income out of total income continued to rise from 71.4 percent in 2004 
to 73.2 percent in 2007. Annuity income deterioration was largely a middle-income and 
not a low-income phenomenon since the share of households that had annuitized income 
above twice the poverty threshold decreased, while the share of families with annuitized 
incomes above the poverty threshold continued to grow. The combination of these three 
factors suggests that there were more moderate-income retirees who relied more heavily 
on annuity income in 2007 than in 2004. 

In comparison, middle-income retirees saw particularly strong gains from 2001 to 2004 
(Table 1). The share of retirees with basic income security increased and did so at a faster 
rate than the share of retirees with annuity incomes above the poverty line. Also, the 
median share of annuity income out of total income grew during the same period. This 
suggests that middle-income retirees saw particularly strong gains in retirement income 
security in the early 2000s. 

The post-2004 decline likely reflects broader economic trends and suggests that the 
deterioration in basic income security for moderate-income and middle-income retirees 
may have continued after 2007. The earlier increase was likely a result of higher Social 
Security benefits that followed a strong labor market in the late 1990s and of solid pen-
sion benefits due to an extended stock market run.57 The decline from 2004 to 2007 
similarly may have paralleled fewer Social Security benefits due to an especially weak 
labor market, cuts to Social Security benefits for new retirees starting in 2002, and a 
wave of pension freezes, following funding uncertainty due to large economic, financial 
market, and legal changes.58 All of these factors also suggest that the share of retirees 
with annuity income greater than two times the poverty line will continue to decline for 
the foreseeable future.
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Diversification

Table 2 presents data on the diversification of retirees’ assets. In particular, the table sum-
marizes the shares of owner-occupied real estate out of total assets and the share of directly 
and indirectly held equity out of total financial assets. 

The figures show that more retirees were exposed to equity market fluctuations in 2007 
than was the case before, but that the typical retiree household that held any equity was 
less vulnerable to stock market fluctuations than in the past. The share of retiree house-
holds, for instance, with direct or indirect equity holdings was 46.1 percent—the high-
est on record, going back to 1989. On the other hand, the share of equities out of total 
financial assets was substantially lower in 2007 than at any point since 1992 for the average 
share and since 1995 for the median share (Table 2).59 

Table 1

Amounts and income shares of annuitized retiree income, 1989 to 2007

1989 1992 1995 1998 2001 2004 2007

Share of households with pension income n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. 49.4% 56.0% 56.1%

Mean real pension income for households 
with pension income

n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. $18,578 $22,474 $19,188

Median real pension income for households 
with pension income

n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. $12,351 $14,497 $13,200

Mean real annuitized income for households 
with annuitized income

$ 21,682 $ 20,330 $ 21,669 $ 23,123 $ 23,505 $ 28,938 $ 25,760 

Median real annuitized income for 
households with annuitized income

 $18,626  $16,317  $18,001  $18,045  $18,034  $21,428  $20,594 

Mean share of pension income out of total 
income for households with pension income

n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. 39.6% 41.5% 40.1%

Median share of pension income out of total 
income for households with pension income

n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. 34.0% 38.2% 34.0%

Mean share of annuitized income out of 
total income for households with annui-
tized income

55.7% 56.9% 57.4% 57.3% 57.0% 65.6% 65.0%

Median share of annuitized income out of 
total income for households with annui-
tized income

60.0% 60.0% 61.5% 61.2% 59.4% 71.4% 73.2%

Annuitized income exceeds twice the 
poverty line, all households

13.9% 13.0% 13.6% 16.9% 13.5% 24.5% 20.5%

Annuitized income exceeds the poverty  
line, all households

33.9% 37.4% 33.8% 37.4% 38.1% 44.4% 45.3%

Notes: Due to the survey design, shares of income can theoretically be greater than 100 percent, but are capped at 100 percent for calculations presented here. The mean of the share of income is the 
population-weighted mean, but not the income-weighted mean. Separate data for pensions are only available for 2001, 2004, and 2007. “n.a.” indicates that data are not available.
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In comparison, the risk exposure in the real estate market was substantially greater than 
in the equity market for retiree households. After all, the vast majority of retirees—82.6 
percent in 2007—owned their own home. And homes constituted a larger share of total 
assets than ever before. In 2007, the median share of home values out of total retiree assets 
was 66.7 percent, higher than at any point since 1989. Sharp price declines in the U.S. resi-
dential real estate market thus likely reduced retiree wealth substantially after 2008. This 
was even more so the case since a growing share of retirees owed money on an outstanding 
mortgage over time and since leverage only gradually declined during the years of the real 
estate boom, as I discuss further below. 

Retiree households were thus susceptible to price declines in asset markets, more so in the 
residential real estate market than in the corporate equity market. 

Leverage and debt

Table 3 presents data on leverage and household debt. The figures show that the share of 
retirees with debt in 2007 was relatively high in historical comparison, as were the levels of 
debt they held. Almost half of all retirees—48.4 percent—owed any debt in 2007, slightly 
less than the 48.5 percent recorded in 2004. More than one-fourth of retired homeown-
ers—27.1 percent— owed money on a mortgage, which was the largest such share for 
any data year since 1989. Furthermore, the median debt-to-income ratio in 2007 was the 
largest since 1989, while the average debt to income ratio and the median and mean ratio 
of mortgages to income were the second highest, slightly below their peak in 2004. The 
end of the lending boom in 2007 helped to reduce the indebtedness of retired households, 
although even with the declines in debt relative to income after 2004, the total indebted-
ness of retirees was still high by historical standards. 

Table 2

Asset diversification of retiree households, 1989 to 2007

1989 1992 1995 1998 2001 2004 2007

Share of households with direct or indirect equity holdings 30.5 31.3 33.9 38.0 39.5 41.3 46.1

Share of households who are homeowners 80.3 79.9 76.5 81.0 81.5 85.2 82.6

Mean share of equities out of financial assets for households 
with equity investments

31.6 32.4 42.4 45.0 53.1 45.5 42.0

Median share of equities out of financial assets for households 
with equity investments

27.4 26.0 34.5 42.0 52.1 45.3 39.5

Mean share of home values out of total assets for homeowners 56.9 61.8 60.3 57.3 57.9 62.2 63.2

Median share of home values out of total assets for 
homeowners

58.2 64.3 63.0 56.7 58.1 64.0 66.7

Notes: All figures are in percent.
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Retirees’ indebtedness also meant that retired homeowners, for instance, remained com-
paratively heavily leveraged, despite a boom in home prices during the 2000s. In 2007, the 
mean ratio of home equity to home values was 67.9 percent and the median ratio was 72.1 
percent. In other words, close to one-third of the homes owned by retired homeowners 
with a mortgage were still owned by a bank. These median and mean ratios of home equity 
to home values in 2007 were slightly higher than the same ratios for 1998, 2001, and 2004, 
but well below the ratios of the years from 1989 to 1995. The unprecedented home price 
boom of the 2000s thus helped to reduce the leverage of retired homeowners somewhat. 

Yet the housing boom also meant that more homeowners were in debt than in the past and 
that mortgage growth almost kept pace with home price growth. The result of this persis-
tently high leverage was that homeowners stood to lose a larger share of their home equity 
than would have been the case with less leverage.60 Future increases in debt among retirees 
will depend on financial market regulations and on risk assessment by lenders. In the short 
run, declines in indebtedness are more likely than increases. 

Capital income

Table 4 summarizes the data on capital income of retirees. Interestingly, fewer retirees 
reported having capital income in 2007 than had been the case in the past. The share of 
retirees with capital income was 42.2 percent in 2007, slightly higher than the 39.4 percent 
for 2004, but well below the shares of earlier years (Table 4). 

Capital income seems to have become more concentrated over time, in line with greater 
wealth inequality. The average real amount of capital income is typically substantially 
larger than the median amount. Also, the average real amount of capital income has grown 

Table 3

Indebtedness and leverage of retiree households

1989 1992 1995 1998 2001 2004 2007

Households with debt 36.4 42.7 42.4 38.9 41.8 48.5 48.4

Homeowners with a mortgage 15.7 16.8 18.4 18.4 18.9 25.1 27.3

Average debt to income for households with debt 53.2 68.9 171.5 104.7 83.0 199.5 140.1

Median debt to income for households with debt 27.4 23.0 27.7 46.0 37.5 50.8 65.6

Average mortgage to income for homeowners with a mortgage 67.4 99.6 172.0 144.6 127.2 223.5 171.2

Median mortgage to income for homeowners with a mortgage 42.6 68.9 83.7 103.1 87.2 126.9 120.2

Mean leverage of homeowners with a mortgage 81.8 73.5 70.0 65.7 65.8 66.3 67.9

Median leverage of homeowners with a mortgage 86.8 78.5 77.9 72.9 70.5 70.0 72.1

Notes: All figures are in percent. Leverage can theoretically be negative, but is capped at zero percent for calculations here. The mean of leverage is the population-weighted mean, but not the housing value weighted mean.
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over time, while the median amount has fallen. This divergence between the average and 
the median typically indicates increasing inequality. 

The data on capital income suggests that there has been a declining source of risk for the 
typical household, even though total financial wealth has grown for retirees. This may reflect 
the fact that many retirees continue to accumulate wealth and draw down less wealth than is 
necessary to maintain their consumption levels, as was discussed in the previous section. 

Furthermore, a declining reliance on capital income through 2007 is consistent with the 
fact that retirees had enjoyed growing income support from annuitized income. If annui-
tized income, though, becomes a less important source of retiree income due to the factors 
previously mentioned, it is unclear whether retirees will be able to continue their declining 
exposure to potential risks included in capital income. 

Labor income

Another way retirees may have managed to avoid exposure to capital market fluctuations 
is through increased wage earnings. Table 5 summarizes the relevant data on labor income. 
The figures show that retires face some exposure to labor market risks, although the expo-
sure seems to have declined over time, rather than increased.

Less than one-fifth of retirees typically report having wage earnings. For those retirees who 
report having any wage earnings, wages amount to more than 40 percent of their income. 
And the share of income generated by wage earnings seems to depend on the strength 
of the labor market. In particular, the share of wage earnings increased during the labor 
market boom years of 1995 and 1998, fell during the recession of 2001, and continued to 
fall during the weak labor market recovery after 2001. By 2007, wages as a share of retiree 
income for those retirees with wage earnings had reached the lowest level since 1989, with 
an average share of 41.3 percent and a median share of 38.5 percent (Table 5). 

Table 4

Capital income of retirees, 1989 to 2007

1989 1992 1995 1998 2001 2004 2007

Household has capital income 65.6% 57.8% 57.3% 49.6% 49.5% 39.4% 42.2%

Mean real amount of capital income $20,232 $13,557 $19,857 $22,556 $23,254 $22,457 $31,496

Median real amount of capital income $4,995 $3,263 $2,631 $3,867 $5,410 $3,383 $2,677

Mean share of capital income out of total income 20.8% 19.5% 17.5% 19.0% 19.6% 16.0% 17.8%

Median share of capital income out of total income 13.2% 11.5% 7.3% 10.0% 12.0% 6.7% 6.7%

Notes: All figures only for household with capital income. Due to the survey design, capital income can exceed 100 percent of the total income, but the share is capped at 100 percent for these calculations. The mean of 
the share of income is the population-weighted mean, but not the income-weighted mean.
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It is unlikely that retirees could substantially expand earnings to compensate for the 
wealth losses that they experienced elsewhere. The financial crisis went along with a major 
economic recession. Unemployment rates soared for all groups during the course of 2008. 
The unemployment rate for workers 65 and older reached 6.2 percent in the first quarter of 
2009—the highest level since the first quarter of 1977.61 Older workers are clearly looking 
for more work, but they are unable to find it. 

Table 5

Wage income of retirees, 1989 to 2007

1989 1992 1995 1998 2001 2004 2007

Household has wage income 19.1% 17.7% 19.6% 17.1% 16.3% 18.1% 17.1%

Average real wage income $33,657 $38,346 $38,882 $41,657 $53,728 $47,271 $52,000

Median real wage income $22,012 $23,734 $18,001 $27,068 $28,854 $22,556 $24,713

Average share of wage income to total income 43.4% 44.7% 44.6% 47.1% 46.3% 42.3% 41.3%

Median share of wage income to total income 41.7% 40.0% 40.0% 50.0% 44.0% 40.0% 38.5%

Notes: All figures only for households with wage income. Due to the survey design, wage income can exceed 100 percent of the total income, but the share is capped at 100 percent for these calculations. The mean of 
the share of income is the population-weighted mean, but not the income-weighted mean.
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Conclusion

The recent economic and financial crisis led to a massive loss of household wealth in the 
United States. The onslaught of declining house and stock prices and rising unemploy-
ment will likely leave many retirees in much worse financial shape than previous genera-
tions of retirees. 

Data collected before the onset of the recent crisis in 2007 show that U.S. retirees were 
already exposed to a number of risks, some of which ultimately materialized. U.S. retirees 
were exposed to more asset market fluctuations in 2007, due to comparatively low levels of 
diversification, especially outside of residential real estate, along with relatively high levels 
of household debt and homeowners’ leverage. Declines in home and stock prices are thus 
able to damage retiree wealth more than they could in the past. Also, retirees had already 
felt the impact of a weak labor market after the last recession, which meant that a relatively 
modest share of retirees reported any wage earnings, and wages amounted to compara-
tively low shares of total income for these retirees in 2007. In all likelihood, the sharp labor 
market recession of 2008 and 2009 further eroded access to wage income for U.S. retirees. 

The upside is that U.S. retirees still had a comparatively good buffer in the form of annui-
tized income from pensions and Social Security in 2007. There are, however, good reasons 
to believe that the decline in the relative importance of these secure retiree income sources 
that occurred between 2004 and 2007 will continue in the future. In particular, pension 
plans have become underfunded, which could lead employers to reduce benefits for new 
hires, and the weak labor market of previous years will likely translate into fewer Social 
Security benefits in addition to the benefit cuts that are already scheduled by law.

The combination of these trends implies that U.S. retirees will increasingly have to rely on 
capital income as a source of retirement income. Retirees have actually relied less and less 
on capital income over time, but the onset of several adverse economic trends will likely 
mean that more and more retirees will turn to capital income to supplement their retire-
ment incomes from other, less readily available sources. Retirees may consequently have 
to dip into their individual savings accounts exactly at a time when asset values have been 
hit hard because other sources of income, such as pensions, Social Security, and wages are 
also less than they were in the past. The effect of this is that secure income is replaced with 
volatile income, translating the risk exposure in household wealth into risky retiree income 
that can fluctuate more than in the past. 
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Public policy will have to consider two separate, yet connected goals. First, public policy 
needs to help retirees rebuild their economic security by improving their personal wealth, 
especially since other sources of retirement income security have been gradually declining. 
And second, public policy needs to reduce the risk exposures that are currently included in 
individual retirement savings. Individuals are increasingly exposed to market, idiosyncratic, 
longevity, and labor market risks—and reducing exposure to all of these is a tall order. 

Yet the situation also offers several entryways for public policy. If public policy can reduce 
the risk exposure of individuals, it will require less wealth than otherwise would be the 
case to achieve the same level of economic security for retirees. That is, achieving the 
second goal will make it easier to reach the first goal. Retirement risks can be reduced by 
encouraging more diversification and less leverage in individual accounts, increasing the 
annuitization of retirement savings, and by creating more stable labor market options for 
older workers, among other policy steps. 
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